Content Creation
Guidelines
Art on the Marquee
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INTRODUCTION
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The Marquee:
one-of-a-kind

Located in the heart of Boston’s Innovation District directly in front of the
Boston Convention & Exhibition Center, the Marquee presents a unique
opportunity to display compelling animations and messages in a high-visibility
outdoor setting.

at-a-glance:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Measures 76’ tall
Seven display surfaces
Incorporates high-definiton LED screens and lower-resolution LED sticks
Features lighted support columns
Effective viewing distances range from a few feet to one mile
Vehicle traffic passes within 30 feet of the display
Visible from nearby hotels, offices and restaurants

The BCEC’s Marquee is unlike any in the convention industry. These guidelines
present technical and creative information necessary to create successful and
engaging content for this dynamic display.
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DIMENSIONS

16MM VIDEO STICKS
1

2

3

1

Upper Sticks East		

17’ 10” W x 44’ 3” H

346 x 1088 px.

2

Upper Sticks West		

21’ 3” W x 44’ 3” H		

412 x 1088 px.

3

The Spine			

5’ 3” W x 55’ 9” H		

106 x 1088 px.

16MM VIDEO TILES
4

5

6
7

8

4

Lower Screen East		

24’ W x 14’ 4” H		

440 x 264 px.

5

East Bend			

8’ 5” W x 14’ 4” H		

154 x 264 px.

6

West Bend			

6’ W x 14’ 4” H		

110 x 264 px.

7

Lower Screen West		

24’ W x 14’ 4” H		

440 x 264 px.

COLORED LED LIGHTING
10 Support Columns		
14” diameter x 17’ 3” from plinth to
8
					underside of lower displays

Figure a: The Marquee

DESIGN GUIDANCE
3

Regions 1, 2 & 3 - Upper Sticks
• 16mm low-resolution LED sticks
• Vertically oriented sticks spaced approximately 1.5 inches apart
• Use bold, high-contrast motion graphics and video
• Not intended for placement of fine details
• These are the only sections that can have animated content

2

GO DEEP

1

4

Regions 4, 5, 6 & 7 - Lower Screens
• 16mm high-definition LED tiles
• Handles fine image detail exceptionally well
• These sections can only have static images - no video or animation
• Static images must be 10 seconds (a 30 second piece will have 3 images)
• Must include Art on the Marquee title sequence in first 10 seconds

The Aquarium

The Aquarium

150 Aqua St. Downtown

150 Aqua St. Downtown

6

5

5

7

Region 8 - LED Lighting
• 10 support columns lit by colored LEDs activated at night
• Complements overall design of the Marquee content
*Due to the different technologies and architecture of the display, there are slight color differences
between the Upper Sticks and the Lower Screens.
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Figure b: The Marquee flattened

BEST USES

full motion video on Sticks

Use high-definition videos and animations
with vivid colors and details to capture
viewers’ interest on the “Sticks” section of
the display.
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multi-level content

Use less-defined, high-contrast animations
and videos on the sticks; use the lower
screens for detailed photos lasting 10
seconds each.

motion graphic capabilities
Combine animations, videos and photos to
create a dynamic mix of content.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

a

•

Deep, rich tones display more effectively
than light, pastel tones
These same color tones work best on the
support columns of the Marquee (Figure a,
Region 8) and should coordinate with display
content

avoid:
large regions of white
•

a

r

use:
dark, rich colors
•
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Large areas of white are very bright on all
screens and can overwhelm other content
and viewers

a

r

r

use:
slow, tempered effects and pace

use:
large video and animated effects

avoid:
intense or strobing effects

avoid:
detailed graphics on side displays

•

•

Slower pacing and gradual transitions are
recommended for the Sticks section

Fast-moving or rapidly blinking/ shifting
content can be disorienting and unpleasant
due to the large size of the Marquee and
the close proximity to viewers and vehicular
traffic

•

•

Large, evenly-paced video and animation
display very well on the Sticks (Figure a,
Regions 1, 2 & 3); abstract imagery should
be used in this area to support the more
detailed images on the high-resolution
Lower Screens (Figure a, Regions 4, 5, 6 & 7)

Avoid using highly-detailed graphics on the
Sticks due to the spacing between each LED
stick

All content must be created with a BCEC Adobe After Effects template.
Figure c: Compositions within the “AOTM Template” After Effects

AFTER EFFECTS TEMPLATES
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designing

All content creators should design using the “AOTM
Template” After Effects file template (Figure c)
This template breaks the Marquee into three
compositions where you will design your content:
• “Sticks”
• “East Hi-Rez” (stills only)”
• “West Hi-Rez” (stills only)”
You will also find a fourth composition called “Light Column”. The
color you place here controls the color of the lights that illuminate the
Marquee structure once the sun sets. Please adjust this color bar to
accent your piece.

Sticks (Figure a or b, Regions 1, 2 & 3)

East Hi-Rez
(Figure a or b, Regions 4 & 5)

Light Column
(Figure a or b, Regions 8)

West Hi-Rez
(Figure a or b, Regions 6 & 7)

All content must be created with a BCEC Adobe After Effects template.

AFTER EFFECTS TEMPLATES
(continued)
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reviewing
•
•

Composition “Marquee Hybrid Simulation” (Figure
e) provides a rotating 3D view allowing you to see
the various perspectives of the display
The content you place in the BUILD compositions
will automatically transfer to this composition for
review

rendering
•

Figure e: “Marquee Hybrid Simulation”
•

4
1

2

5

* PLEASE NOTE: All artist must submit an export video from the
“Marquee Hybrid Simulation” composition (Figure f ) and submit via
Dropbox or the like to Boston CyberArts for website documentation.

3
6

Final content must be exported from the “Final Output”
composition (Figure f ) in order for the system to correctly
interpret and reassemble the file on the display
Final file dimensions will be 1920 x 1080 px.
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Note: Please review the instructions in the “Read Me” composition in
your After Effects template.
Add the title of your piece and your name into layers #1 and #2 within
the “Lower Third” composition. (Piece title and your name persist for
10 seconds - please do not adjust)
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Figure f: The Final Output Composition

All art should be placed behind the Lower Third layer in the East/West
Hi-Rez compositions

FILE SPECIFICATIONS
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All content must be created with a BCEC Adobe After Effects template.

file resolution

The final playback file should be submitted as a 1920 x 1080 at 72 pixels/inch composition in RGB color space.

motion file types

video length

* PLEASE NOTE: The BCEC can only accept MP4 files with the H.264
codec compression. Other codec compressions are not compatible with
our system.

transitions

The BCEC accepts files in the following format:
• MP4 with the H.264 codec compression

Video lengths are different for each call for art. Please check with
Boston CyberArts if you are unsure about the length of the video you
are required to submit. The BCEC requires that each file does not
exceed 200 MB in size.

All content must have cut transitions at the beginning and end of the
artwork. The static images on the Lower sections must be shown in 10
seconds intervals, and also only have cut transitions in between.

audio

The Marquee is unable to play audio. Please remove any audio from
your final playback file.

file naming conventions

Please use the nomenclature below to ensure scheduling of the proper content:

06_M_AOTM02_Smith_SpaceExplorer-1
file naming code
06 is the file naming code for
Art on the Marquee pieces

display type
M for Marquee

name of event
Identifies the Art on the
Marquee round (i.e. AOTM02
for round 2)

artist name
Last name of the artist

title
Identifies the title of the
art submission

version number
Content version number for
tracking most up-to-date
content copies

RENDERING FINAL FILES FOR SUBMISSION

creating a simulation

Once your design is complete in the “BUILD” composition, you must export a video from the “Marquee Hybrid Simulation”
composition (Figure e). Located in the “Simulation Previews” folder in the Project window of After Effects. The preview shows a
rotating Marquee where all sides of the display can be viewed.

final render

Once your design is complete in the “BUILD” compositions, you must export a video from the “Final Output” composition (Figure
f ). This compostion is located in the “Render Comp” folder in the Project window of After Effects. To export as an MP4 with H.264
compression, select File > Export > Add to Adobe Media Encoder Queue. In Media Encoder, click the “Match Source - High bitrate”
Preset, and deselect Audio.
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SUBMITTING YOUR FILES
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file delivery

Please deliver all play-ready content to Boston CyberArts via Dropbox or
similar file-sharing service: info@bostoncyberarts.org

submission deadline

Final play-ready versions of artworks are due in advance of the artist preview
night. If edits or corrections are deemed necessary, a revised deadline
will be set in advance of the opening reception. Boston CyberArts will
communicate all dates to artists.

content approval

All content must comply with these “BCEC Marquee Content Creation
Guidelines” and the “MCCA Advertising & Sponsorship Standards”
available on our website at http://wf.massconvention.com/signatureboston/
adstandards_0714_a.pdf. Any content that does not comply will be returned
to the artist for corrective action and resubmission.

need technical help?

Please search the AOTM Google group discussion list library of emails for
advice and solutions to potential problems. If you still require assistance,
the BCEC is happy to help! Please send files and questions to:

Robert Kephart
Digital Operations Manager
617.571.5826
rkephart@SignatureBoston.com
Boston Convention & Exhibition Center
415 Summer Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02210
SignatureBoston .com
/SignatureBoston
@SignatureBos
@SignatureBoston
Version: BCEC_M_180301

